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Avner Sher takes us on a fascinating journey in his private world via a spectrum of material paintings executed
with exceptional skill. With a painterly language that transpires on the verge of abstract, he carves, burns, paints,
deconstructs and reconstructs forms and images, while preserving interconnected personal and collective
memories which the viewer may experience and decipher in associative contexts, between the visible and
familiar, and the magical and hidden.
Using a unique, self-developed painting technique, Sher replaces the brush and pencil with engraving and
scorching on a cork surface, combining liquid substances such as Kiddush wine, iodine, turpentine, etc. The
surprising choice of cork as a raw material stemmed from its unique qualities: "I found qualities parallel to those
of the Jewish people in cork," he discloses. "The cork oak grows in the Mediterranean
basin. It can survive wood fire and other catastrophes and rehabilitate itself, much like the Jewish people, which
endured the Holocaust and wars, survived them, and rehabilitated itself," he goes on to say, indicating his
affinity with the material associatively blended with the Jewish tradition which he
absorbed in his parents' home.
Sher's painterly act is total, ongoing, and repetitious, extending over time. He creates several works
simultaneously, each enriching the other with obsessive intensity. With Sisyphean dexterity, he creates layer
upon layer to generate a rich, lush three-dimensional texture. Initially, he focuses on aggressive
mutilation of the surface by means of scratching, carving, and spraying substances until it is no longer
recognizable. In the next phase he delves into the stains, scratches, and bruises to identify blots asking to stand
out and be emphasized. In the third and final phase he accentuates the stains and lines by singeing, burning, and
scorching to create identifiable forms.
The traditions of both prehistoric and European art form the foundation for Sher's entire oeuvre. He converses
with art history as well as Jewish mythology for inspiration, while

also corresponding with primitive cave drawings, Greek vase painting, Egyptian hieroglyphs and Assyrian reliefs,
ancient letters and symbols, as well as naive art and childlike paintings by Jean Dubuffet, Joan Miro, and Paul
Klee.
Klee once described art, his own art specifically, as "taking the line for a walk." An architect by profession, Sher
too takes his lines for a walk, lines created with a confident, calculated hand. Together they move in unexpected
rhythms, unable to break free from one another. This symbiotic relationship spawns a stream of images,
experiences, and compositions which do not readily obey the attempts to
interpret them.
Although Sher's art relies on images from the children's world and Jewish mythology (i.e. the series of obelisks
depicting the Ten Plagues of Egypt), its driving force lies in the formal structure of the works, which is imbued
with inspiration and associative imagination. Sher strives to create new relationships on the cork surface which
he beats and incises, paints and burns, until it becomes filled with great vivacity. It thus gives rise to primeval
creatures, symbols and memories from the orthodox Jewish home
in which he grew up, variations which are virtually unclassifiable. Perhaps it is, in fact, a comment on the charged
contemporary reality which consists of fragments of past, present, and

